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Change mindset 
and behaviour

A data first approach is a key design principle for successful 

transformation – and it must be right first time too. 

Simple shifts in mindset and behaviour now will deliver 

improvements and get people ready for technology-enabled 

data driven processes.
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Premium submissions today
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Average percentage of right-

first time premium 

submissions

75%
Accounting & Settlement

85%
eAccounts/PbS

On average turnaround times 

increase by

4.9 days

where a package has 

been queried

Average attributable errors 

for premium corrections

Non attributable 21%

66%Broker

4%Underwriter

9%Velonetic

Pain points

in processing due to incomplete 

/ incorrect data

Delays

identified late in the lifecycle

Errors
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Change mindset and behaviour now

• Get data right first time

• Reduce delays in the 

lifecycle

• Reduce errors

Goals

• Data first

• Right first time

• Clear responsibility and 

ownership

• Focus on driving 

efficiency and 

effectiveness with cost 

and quality at the 

forefront

Mindsets

• Focus on outcomes 

and the end goal

• Identify data not 

documents

• Work through the 

consequences of 

actions

• Help others to help you

Behaviours

• Know which data matters 

and where across the 

process

• Understand and perform 

your role in the process

• Respond and resolve 

queries in a timely and 

helpful way

• Understand the 

consequences of delays

How
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Data-Driven Change: 
Essential Mindsets

Elder Research

Recommended Resources

https://www.elderresearch.com/blog/data-driven-change-essential-mindsets/
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Velonetic™ is the trading name for Ins-sure Holdings Limited and Xchanging Claims Services Limited. In the following, Velonetic is referred to us 

as“we”, “us” or “our”. The term ‘you’ or ‘your’ refers to the person or entity using, accessing or viewing this material (defined as “Resources”).

Copyright

Unless otherwise stated, the copyright and any other rights in the contents of the Resources, including but not limited to images, text and data, are owned by us or 

our licensors.

We will endeavour to acknowledge third-party copyright. If third-party copyright has not been properly acknowledged, please notify us at the address below so that 

we can make the appropriate arrangements. 

You may (unless otherwise specifically stated) download, display or print the Resources for personal use or internal use within an individual organisation for non-

commercial purposes.

Please email velonetic@dxc.com with any requests for further authorisation regarding proposed use of the Resources. 

We typically grant permission for non-commercial re-use of the Resources, particularly in an academic or education context.

Where we grant permission for re-use of the Resources, we do not accept any responsibility for any alteration or manipulation of the Resources.

Where we grant permission to translate Resources, we do not warrant that we have reviewed or will review the translation for accuracy or completeness.

Where Resources include or are comprised of third-party copyright materials, the copyright of that material remains with the originating individual or organisation 

and any re-use is subject to the separate approval of the relevant third party.

If you have a complaint about how your application has been handled or you would like a review of the decision made in relation to your application, please write 

to the above address or email to velonetic@dxc.com.

Velonetic’ s Terms & Conditions 
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